**Rider Safety Week 2004**

By Jeff Frankel

Rider Safety Week 2004 kicked off Monday to start a week long initiative to promote the well-being of students on campus. The event began in Dal'y's on Monday, Oct. 25, with members of Safety and Security handing out information to students and a detective from the department gave crime prevention tips.

Vickie Weaver, director of Safety and Security, said that giving out safety tips was a significant part of the week. “We work with students to try to minimize risks,” said Weaver.

In order to keep Rider a safe campus, it is important to remind everyone to take responsible measures to keep themselves and others safe, according to Christine Carter, of the New Student Resource Center and Orientation. “The purpose of Rider Safety Week is to promote student awareness about different ways to stay safe and healthy at college. Different departments and student organizations sponsored various safety-related programming, from campus safety, driving safety and safe sex,” said Carter.

Many clubs participated in the program, including The Association of Commuting Students (ACS), The Student Athlete Mentors (SAMs), the Office of Safety & Security and Zeta Tau Alpha (ZTA). These clubs and organizations sponsored a NJ Department of Law and Public Safety run on vehicle safety that was parked outside of the Bart Luedeke Center (BLC) and had members giving out safety tips, a kick-off table in Dal'y’s and a self-defense workshop, respectively.

In the Swiftik lounges on Tuesday, Residence Life staff handed out information to students.
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On rebuttal, Holt said flat-out, “there is not going to be a draft, I oppose it and I see no possible measures to keep them out.” Holt added that Rangel’s “position is correct when he says this 40 nation consortium,” Holt said. “Yes, they let our security and taxpayers.”

Holt was quick to counter: “two wrongs don’t make a right.”

Both candidates tried to side-step a question about the possibility of an invasion of Iran over its nuclear program. Holt said he is skeptical of the Bush doctrine, which advocates pre-emptive action, saying it is flawed and places too great a burden on intelligence.

Spadea similarly ducked a direct answer by mentioning an obligation to use force in a post-9/11 world to bring “rogue states” to heel. When further pressed by The Times of Trenton panelist Robert Stern, Spadea said he would support military action if the nuclear program of Iran turned out to be a hostile one.

Holt said he would oppose it unless the U.S. had international support. “As we learned in Iraq the solution must truly be international,” said Holt. “My opponent is correct when he says this is a global conflict against terrorism, he is absolutely correct but when he says we need international credibility.”

His opponent responded that it is “irresponsible for members of Congress to attack a coalition of what was between 30 and 40 nations.” He added, “Thank goodness for the American Congress, and thank goodness our president had the strength to stand in opposition to French public opinion and act to keep the world safe.”

Holt was quick to contradict Spadea, calling to attention the withdrawal of Poland with in three days of the President’s “remember Poland” remark.

“Slavonia was counted in this 40 nation consortium,” Holt said. “Yes, they let our planes fly over—they were counted in this coalition of the willingness.”

The candidates also battled heads over illegal immigration into the U.S. Spadea proposed a general amnesty to working illegal immigrants, because the costs of deporting them all would be too great. Instead, he proposed that they grant all the immigrants who “want to be here and become productive citizens and taxpayers.”

Holt contended that the real threat from illegal immigration are both security and America’s dependence upon people who are here illegally.

In their closing remarks, both candidates emphasized their suitability as representatives because they would stay in touch with their constituents, even when in Washington, D.C.

After the debate, Holt was asked to comment on which candidate had the strongest position. Rebovich joked, “I’m just here to watch the time, I don’t even know what these guys said.”
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**Safety Week focuses on self-protection and health**

**By Jeff Frankel**
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**Come walk the road less traveled**

48 Rider graduates have served in Peace Corps since 1961. **Will you be next?**

We currently have 26 programs in which youth development, construction, English teaching, health education, international business and information technology. Volunteers serve in over 70 countries, such as Peru, Thailand and Morocco.

Meet Regional Recruiter and Returned Peace Corps Volunteer Lorraine Kentner to learn more about the opportunities in Peace Corps:

**Career Fair**

Thursday, November 4, 2004

11:00 am - 2:00 pm

Bart Luedeke Center

**Peace Corps**

Life is calling. How far will you go?  
www.peacedcs.gov 800.423.8850
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**To view the Dining Styles Survey**

Take the Dining Styles Survey and find out what your dining style says about you.

We want to know what people think about dining at Rider, so we are asking students, faculty and staff to participate in this survey. Your feedback will be used to improve the dining experience on campus.

**Participate in the on-line survey and visit**

www.collegediningsurvey.com/rider

When: October 22, 2004 through November 5, 2004